2021 AAA Annual Meeting Submission Type Decision Activity

Use this document to identify which submission type is right for you in this year’s hybrid meeting format. This is an alternative option to the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting Submission Type Decision Flow Chart provided in PDF and excel formats.

1. Are you submitting individually or as a group?

I plan to submit individually!

Available to you are five options:

1. Flash presentation session
2. Individually volunteered paper
3. Poster
4. Talk
5. Three-minute thesis competition

To determine which option is best for you, answer the following question:

2. Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?

I plan to present in-person individually!

Available to you are three options:

1. Flash presentation session
2. Individually volunteered paper
3. Poster

Stop here. You now know what options you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting individually and in-person.

I plan to present virtually individually!

Available to you are three options:

1. Poster
2. Talk
3. Three-Minute Thesis Competition

Please note that you will be required to pre-record your presentation.

Stop here. You now know what options you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting individually and virtually.
**I plan to submit as a group!**

Available to you are five options:

1. Oral presentation session
2. Roundtable / town hall
3. Conversation or debate

To determine which option is best for you, answer the following question:

2. Do you have individual abstracts?

**Yes! Our group has individual abstracts.**

Available to you is one option:

1. Oral presentation session.

Please note that **you must present your session in-person and live.**

**Stop here.** You now know what option you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting as a group and with individual abstracts.

**No! Our group has no abstracts**

Available to you are four options:

1. Roundtable / town hall
2. Conversation or debate
3. Interview
4. Podcast

To determine which option is best for you, answer the following question:

3. Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?

**We plan to present together in-person!**

Available to you are three options:

1. Roundtable / town hall
2. Conversation or debate
3. Interview

**Stop here.** You now know what options you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting as a group and without individual abstracts, in-person.
We plan to present together virtually!
Available to you are four options:

1. Roundtable / town hall
2. Conversation or debate
3. Interview
4. Podcast

To determine which option is best for you, answer the following question:

4. Would you like to present live or prepare a recording?

We plan to present together live!
Available to you are three options:

1. Roundtable / town hall
2. Conversation or debate
3. Interview

Stop here. You now know what options you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting as a group and without individual abstracts, virtually and live.

We plan to presenter together via recording!
Available to you is one option:

1. Podcast

Stop here. You now know what options you have to present at the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting as a group and without individual abstracts, virtually and prerecorded.
You are at the end of the 2021 AAA Annual Meeting Submission Type Decision Activity. Below is a brief outline of the questions asked and answers provided above.

**Questions and Answers for Submission Type Decision Activity**

1. Are you submitting individually or as a group?
   - I plan to submit individually!

2. Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?
   - I plan to present in-person individually!
   - I plan to present virtually individually!
   - I plan to submit as a group!

3. Do you have individual abstracts?
   - Yes! Our group has individual abstracts.
   - No! Our group has no abstracts

4. Are you planning to attend to present (in Baltimore, MD) or present virtually?
   - We plan to present together in-person!
   - We plan to present together virtually!

4. Would you like to present live or prepare a recording?
   - We plan to present together live!
   - We plan to presenter together via recording!